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Title -hide Gale/Infotrac/PowerSearch Databases (updated 20190718)
URL http://infotrac.gale.com/
HJ access.gale.com
HJ auth.go.gale.com
HJ bi.gale.com
HJ bna.gale.com
HJ careertransitions.gale.com
HJ cyberadmin.gofullstack.net
HJ education.gale.com
HJ cyber.gale.com
HJ find.gale.com
HJ galeauth.gale.com
HJ galenet.gale.com
HJ galesites.com
HJ galesupport.com
HJ gdc.gale.com
HJ gdc.gale.com
HJ go.gale.com
HJ ic.gale.com
HJ infotrac.galenet.com
HJ infotrac.london.gale.com
HJ link.gale.com
HJ natgeo.gale.com
HJ ncco.gale.com
HJ ncco.tu.gale.com
HJ pdfserve.gale.com
HJ sa.gale.com
HJ shakespeare.gale.com
HJ support.gale.com
HJ tinygaleurl.com
HJ tinyurl.gale.com
HJ vs.gale.com
HJ www.chiltonlibrary.com
HJ www.galenet.com
HJ www.galepages.com
HJ www.galesupport.com
HJ www.infotrac.london.gale.com
HJ www.mygovernment.us
HJ api.cyber-anatomy.com
HJ galeapps.gale.com
HJ worldscholar.gale.com
HJ https://access.gale.com
HJ https://auth.go.gale.com
HJ https://bi.gale.com
# Lines below support Legacy Gale/Infotrac/PoweSearch Databases which operate on the galegroup domain.

HJ auth.go.galegroup.com
HJ bi.galegroup.com
A Hosted EZproxy Include File is available for this resource. Hosted EZproxy customers will receive automatic updates.
with OCLC’s latest version of this stanza. Note: Hosted EZproxy customers in the Americas using self-service may reference the Include File by adding the following line to config.txt:

```
IncludeFile databases/gale.txt
```

**Receiving "logged out" message when trying to access content**

If you use EZproxy Proxy by Port and you receive a message about being logged out when you try to access content, please contact Cengage technical support and let them know that you are using EZproxy. They will then adjust a setting on your account to correct this issue.